City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
May 24 – May 30, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:
EMS/Rescue=46

Fires = 5

Good Intent Calls =67

False Calls =5

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
May 25, 2018, 1:24 PM- Called for motor on fire in building upon arrival fire was out it had started in an
electric pump motor the power was shut off at breaker and fire went out turned over to maintenance
man on site no fire no smoke smell of electric fire cleared scene and returned to station. We looked
under balcony and found a bed of mulch with many cigarette butts. Found no burning or smoking
material. Met staff at E11. Advised him of Fire Marshall Visit tomorrow. Told him to perform any
maintenance he deemed necessary tonight.
May 25, 2018, 12:33 PM- Called for fire in a home in MTFD area. Arrival and advised to enter A Side for
fire attack on the 2nd floor. Went to the 2nd floor via stairs, Met with E93 and got report. Went to fire
room and put out the left over hot spots and fire. Vented rooms on the 2nd floor and checked for
extension. Attic clear of fire and heat with the TIC, Checked all rooms also with TIC. All fire out. Reported
to command and rehabbed. Advised to check for any more extension in C, D corner. Breached wall in
that corner bedroom no fire extension found. Overhauled entire area. Rechecked attic area. NO smoke
or heat found. Reported to command and rehab... Then we cleared
May 27, 2018, 12:08 PM- E-11 responded for a mulch fire under a deck. On arrival, the resident of G-8
under whose deck the fire was burning, was completing extinguishment with a fire extinguisher from
the building. We investigated the area and found it still smoldering. We applied water to fully
extinguish and prevent re-ignition. We used the TIC to evaluate the exterior wall and AC unit of the
garden level apartment outside which the fire occurred. I attempted to make contact with the resident
of that apartment but was unable. At this time I felt there was no cause to force entry. We advised
dispatch to contact DTN and we stopped at the clubhouse to advice staff. We also delivered the fire
extinguisher to them.
May 28, 2018, 12:42 PM- E-11 was dispatched to Station #2's area for mulch fire. T-12 at Station #1 took
the run and en-route. Dispatch stated on scene someone used extinguisher and fire is extinguished. T-12
atf mulch fire burning in bed against a 3 2 story apartment. There was an outdoors ash tray within the
immediate area. T-12 overhauled and extinguished the mulch bed. Maintenance contacted and
apartments #101 and #102 were investigated from within the structure with the TIC to ensure fire did
not enter structure. There was brick on exterior of building and copious amounts of water was used to
extinguish the bed. T-12 gathered info. And notified maintenance to keep an eye on that specific area
for hours. T-12 cleared the scene and returned to Station

May 31, 2018, 3:38 AM- E-11 responded to a utility pole fire in this resident’s back yard. On arrival, the
fire was out, but winds would occasionally cause the smoldering remains to flare up. It appears the
insulator supporting the primary line at the top of the pole gave way and allowed contact with the pole
causing fire. The surrounding residents all had power and the line was still up on the pole. BWL was
contacted and we walked to the neighbor to investigate possible truck access from his driveway. We
remained on scene until BWL arrived. We gave him a brief report and he required no further assistance
from us. All fire damage was contained to the pole.
Training Reported in FireRMS
May 25, 2018, 4 hours- Metro RIT at Otto Middle School. Two downed firefighter evolutions. Heavy
command involvement.
May 29, 2018, 1.5 Hours- Review of protocol changes set to occur on 6-6-18.
May 30, 2018, 1 Hours- Protocol updates by Fire Fighter Matt Sterling
Chief Complaints of EMS Call

Abdominal- 1
Altered metal Status -1
Anxiety-2
Assault-2
Back pain Due to Fall-1
Bleeding-1
Cardiac Arrest-1
Chest pain-2
Chest pressure-1
CVA-1
Detox-1
Drug Overdose-1
ETOH-1

ETOH / Altered Mental
Status-1
Fall -6
Headache, Light Headed
feeling-1
Hemorrage-1
High Heart rate-1
HTN-1
Intoxicated-1
Left Arm pain-1
Lethargic-1
Lower back pain-1
Lower GI Bleed-1

Nausea/ Vomitting-1
Nausea/ ETOH-1
Near Syncope-1
Not Feeling well-1
Respiratory distress-1
Shaky -1
Slurred Speech-1
Suicidal Indications-1
Syncope-2
Tingling on right side of
body-1
Vaginal Pain -1
Weakness-2

